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Presidents Report Jason Gaerth did a good job in the junior coaching

ranks while also assisting with some canteen

rostering. Despite us being in a pandemic Dr

Gibraun Brijmohan gave up his valuable time to

assist in areas of sponsorship. Finally, Luke Fahy

looked after our social media communications,

assisted with functions and was always happy to

assist where required. Thank you to all.

Our appointed coaching panel of Andrew Spence

(Senior Coach) and assistants Damon Dermody and

Chad Parish did a wonderful job instilling a culture

and positive vibe amongst the playing group,

culminating in the amazing A grade premiership.

Congratulations to all players involved as it was

one of the most memorable victories I have

witnessed in my time at the club and I felt so

proud of your efforts. To gain promotion back to A2

was just reward. Also, it was great to see a number

of last year’s U18 team making an impression in the

senior ranks in their first year.

To our junior coaches and team managers, your

contribution to our players must not be

underestimated, or the influence you can have on

these young people. You have all done a mighty

job and I thank you. To those of you (you know who

you are) that have helped out behind the bar and

canteen your assistance is appreciated and helps

greatly with our financial position each year. I

would be great to see more of our 400 odd parents

give a small amount of your time to also assist.

I would like to take this opportunity to thank ALL

of our sponsors for their generous support of our

club, especially during these tough economic

times. Without your contribution we would not be

the club that we pride ourselves on being now. 

Our acknowledgement would not be complete

without thanking our Club Manager Andrea for her

tireless efforts, Tam as our resident caterer and

having the support of Mark Elsdon and the BSSC.

 

Presidents Report
Ian Barnes

It was during last year’s Senior presentation night

that the incumbent President, Scott Phillips

suggested to the audience that perhaps I should

consider nominating for the position of President.

Having had a 5 year stint some 21 years ago and

with the encouragement of my partner Deb, I

decided to accept the opportunity again.

One of the first tasks was to compile a new

committee that would be responsible for the total

management of the cricket club, comprising 20

junior and 5 senior teams. I was lucky to have the

support of a number of passionate and hard

working members prepared to give their valuable

time to make our club function to the level

expected. These members included Jamie Parish

who did an outstanding job as Secretary with not

only the day to day activities required but included

negotiations with the Lacrosse Club, Council and

third party venues. Nicole Williams again was

instrumental in ensuring that our junior section of

the club ran smoothly, also being involved in

challenging negotiations, being our delegate to

the ATCA, finding grounds for teams to use and

many other areas. Nicole was not only rewarded

with our clubs “Club Person of the Year” award but

also the SACA Community Volunteer of the Year

award and Cricket Australia's Community

Volunteer of the Year (both, a first for our club). 

Neville Ash in his role of Operations Manager had a

busy year dealing with curators and councils but in

the end we had a great playing surface (no leaks!)

and good practice wickets to use. Our Treasurer,

Nicole Mathee brought experience to our finances

with a strong attention to detail and a great result.

Andrew Spence was an enthusiastic member who

was keen to assist in many areas which was

restricted by me with his appointment as Senior

coach. He then did a fantastic job with the playing

ranks. Helen Jansson again took control of our

merchandising with good outcomes as well as

helping out with canteen and junior issues.

“Grubby” Lynch was always happy to assist with

tasks from painting the sight screens to social

functions, culminating in being MC at the

presentation night.
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Presidents Report (continued)
Ian Barnes

This year we immediately faced a couple of major

hurdles with a lack of a 3rd ground and then the

unavailability of the Lacrosse Oval for 2 months

due to damage of the netting that occurred during

the winter. This caused numerous headaches for

both Nicole and I in particular, but remarkably we

did not have to forfeit any matches.

I can also report that we are currently in positive

and advanced negotiations with a venue with the

view to establish it as our 3rd home ground as early

as next season. Stay tuned!

We were also finally able to display our Honour

Boards, picket plaques as well as establishing the

Brighton Village Green with the wine barrels, stools

and outdoor dining on the oval.

At the start of the season I addressed the senior

players and recently found the notes that I used on

the day. 

My reasons for accepting the Presidency were:

- My passion for the club;

- To build on past efforts and continue to grow our

club;

- To make Brighton a powerhouse in the ATCA and

club of choice;

There were 5 points that I wanted us to achieve:

1.Appoint suitable and successful coaches

2.Establish a 3rd ground long term

3.Expand our volunteer base

4.Get back to A2

5.Ensure we have some memorabilia displayed

within the club

Overall, it has been both a challenging yet

rewarding season.

To my partner Deb, who encouraged me to accept

the role again and then put up with my additional

involvement and commitment the position

required, a big thank you. 

SEE THE BOMBERS FLY UP!!!!
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We began the season in August with one clear

goal in mind: to move Brighton out of A3 in one

season as the first step to achieving the goal of

returning to A1 within five years. Mission

accomplished, but it was far from a smooth ride.

The usual unavailabilities through injury and other

life activities were compounded by the surge in

COVID-19 cases this season, which made selection

extremely challenging at times.

Throughout the season, 17 players represented the

club at A grade level and we also returned to the

T20 competition with two sides.

While we didn’t have a huge amount of on-field

success at T20, it was an enjoyable exercise and

one we look to build on further next season.

The experience of assistant coaches Chad Parrish

with the ball and Damon Dermody with the bat

was crucial to our success with both performing

strongly on and off the field. As captain, Steve

Marsland also did a great job and really developed

as a leader throughout the season.

This experience will be difficult to replace in

future years but the younger players – who will be

key to the club’s success going forward – are

progressing brilliantly and this season took the

step from fringe players to key contributors.

Examples of this include vice-captain Brad Kielow

who bowled several handy spells and was the

mainstay of the middle order with the bat, taking

out the batting trophy. This breakout season

included a match winning 62 in the grand final at

Golden Grove.

Other young players to excel this season included

Luke Fahy and Louis Bond, who took the gloves

and cemented his place at the top of the order

alongside Dermody.

The level headedness displayed by young

batsman Brayden McKenzie in the final was

inspirational, as was the bowling of Isaac Hore in

the semi. 

All of these five players are well under 25, which

augurs well for the future.

There are also many up-and-coming under-25s in

our B1 and B3 grades.

It was good to train on turf again this season for

the first time in many years at Brighton and while

they took a few months to get right the turf decks

will be a huge asset going forward.

As well as acknowledging the coaching efforts of

Parrish and Dermody, we were also helped by

Adam Smith with wicketkeeping coaching on a

few occasions, which is greatly appreciated.

Ric Wilson and Barry Prior were also great assets

on Saturdays as team managers with Baz also

filling the role of practice captain on Tuesday

nights.

As A grade skipper, Marsland was a great leader at

trainings too and was always willing to help out

wherever needed.

The attitudes and the efforts of the other three

senior captains – Steven McInerney, Charlie Sutton

and Tom Hogan were also outstanding – and took

much of the selection burden.

We trained with the under-17s this season on

Tuesdays and Thursdays in conjunction with

coaches Brett Fleetwood and Scott Prettejohn.

This has led to good relationships being

established, which we hope will lead to a better

flow of junior players into senior ranks from next

season.

While much was achieved this season and it was

brilliant to win an A grade premiership, we will

need to continue this renewed work ethic and

commitment to cement our place in A2 next

season and build towards more finals success.

 

Senior Coach Report
Andrew Spence

Mission Accomplished
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Wow, what a very special season of cricket for
us all at Brighton Cricket Club. With a raft of

changes from coaches to captains and players.

After relegation to A3 this season, it was a major

goal of ours to get ourselves back up the grades.

We did achieve this goal this year with us winning

the premiership and regaining our spot back in

A2. For myself being asked to captain the A grade

this was an absolute honour and one that was

going to challenge myself. The challenge was

made a hell of a lot easier with the full support of

which I had from everyone who played in A grade

this year. To every one of you, I thank you. 

This year we welcomed back some familiar faces

and some new faces to the ranks. Aaron Baker

was a valuable return for us, after spending some

time away from cricket it was an absolute

pleasure to have Bakes back with us who slotted

straight back into our side. Trent badman was a

new face for us this year and a great inclusion.

Trent has played a lot of district cricket and the

talent and knowledge of the game that he bought

to us was invaluable. 

After a quality preseason, our first fixture was

upon us quickly. Our season got away to a

fantastic start, which had us with 2 wins from 2

games. A solid win against an always tough

Goodwood in Round 1, got us away to a perfect

start to our season. Round 2 was a very good win

against Old Concordia. The first half of the season

leading up to Christmas had us with 2 wins 1 loss

and a very dirty draw. The dirty draw I refer to was

against Ingle Farm. What was originally a 2 day

fixture, was turned into a 1 dayer the following

week after somewhat of a little drizzle on the

Friday evening. The wicket was determined to be

unsafe by the umpires and a lowly placed Ingle

farm who were trying to dodge us in a 2-day

game. This game is where I learnt a hell of a lot as

a skipper. Adelaide lions dealt us our first defeat

for the season for us in Round 5. They bought us

back down to earth with quite a thud.

Returning after the Christmas break we took on

Para Hills in a 1 dayer, bowling them out for 34. We

carried on to a very convincing win ending the

day 1/127. With a very handy win under our belt

against Payneham in Round 7 which was a rain

affected round. 

Round 8 bought us every ones mates, A classy

outfit in Golden Grove. They did serve it up to us,

defeating us quite convincingly, what they didn’t

know is what we were going to do to them later in

the year. Round 9 took us out to the always

pleasurable Brahma Lodge. Brahma had been

struggling this year and we added to the hurt for

them with a comprehensive win. Round 10 was a

game which we had Pooraka at home. After

making 8/236 in the first week, we went on to bowl

Pooraka out for 83 forced the follow on and then

proceeded to have them 8/62 at the end of the

game. 18 wickets in a day was a quality effort from

our bowlers. Last round we came up against SPOC

at SPOC in a 1 dayer, which we won in a good all-

round performance to get us ready for finals. 

A Grade - Division A3
Captain - Steve Marsland

Finals Bound

Finishing fourth after the minor rounds and

heading into finals hoping for glory and our

promotion. We knew it was going to be a tough

ask and we all knew we had to fight and grit our

way through to achieve what we had set out for.

Semi final time was upon us, and we were faced

with the challenge of the Adelaide Lions. Lions

gave us a touch up early on in the season, so we

were ready to take them on. Batting first, we were

bowled out for 96. Not having the best total for us

to defend, this didn’t dampen our spirits. We all

know finals are a different kind of beast and we

had the runs on the board, and they had to chase

them. Having lions 2/20 overnight, none of us

expected what was going to happen on that

glorious Sunday. We came out tails up ready to

give it our all and that we did. Knocking over the

top side in a semi final for 60…… 

Grand Final Bound

For a lot of us this was our first crack at a Grand

Final, yet our preparation and dedication were spot

on throughout the week leading up. Coming up

against an undefeated and a very well-balanced

side in Golden Grove wasn’t going to be an easy

feat. Going in with the underdog tag was great for

us, all the pressure was on Grove to take it home

with ease. After losing the toss, Grove decided to

have a bat. Without question I to would have

batted first on what was a very flat batsman

friendly wicket. 
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Groves opening pair got them off to a steady start

with the first wicket falling for 33. What seemed to

be a pretty steady day for Golden Grove they

ended up all out for 206 after 74 overs. Mid way

through the Golden Grove innings it looked as if

we could have been chasing 250-280. Persistence,

Patience, and calmness from our bowlers was a

key for us in keeping them to the score of 206.

The time had come for us on the Sunday. We were

ready and raring to go and the feeling we had

amongst us was positive. Being wary of a very

strong Golden Grove bowling attack, we knew it

was going to be a tough day with the stick. With

nothing to lose and everything to gain our boys

held strong through out the day. After being 5/96

at tea it looked like it was going to be a tussle all

the way to the end. A lot of words and good

bowling from Grove didn’t deter us from our

batting. 

With a strong stand between Brad Kielow and

Brayden McKenzie (83 run partnership) this is what

got us heading in the right direction to victory.

After a long day at the crease and Luke Fahy doing

what Luke Fahy does, hitting the most glorious two

runs we have witnessed. The two runs to get the

Bombers the flag………. Premiership Glory

Sorry for carrying on a bit like Brett Kirk here but

the way we all came together during our finals

campaign was something that we should all be

really proud of. 

Looking back, 21/22 season was one we will never

forget. For those who played A Grade this year, I

am so proud of every one of you for the amazing

efforts that you have all put in. Thank you all for

your support.

Much love Mars

A Grade - Division A3 (continued)
Captain - Steve Marsland
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In what can only be described as an interrupted

season for the B Grade on many fronts (weather,

covid etc..), we fought hard to finish fifth. It's not

often you'll miss finals when only losing two

matches, but due to three of our four home

games being washouts that's where we ended up.

In all honesty finishing fifth was probably about

where we deserved to be, we played some good

cricket at times, but wow, did we play some awful

cricket as well. Our losses were both really bad

ones against Marion, and the eventual premier

Trinity OS, but three of our five wins were by the

barest of margins, (1 wicket at Walkerville, 4 runs

at Grange, and 3 runs against Reynella) so we did

show a bit of toughness and an ability to defend

some sub par scores. Our batting certainly let us

down at times which is evident when you look at

the season aggregates and averages, our bowling

did most of the heavy lifting all year. 

The two stand out performances for the year were

the unbeaten 10th wicket partnership of 36 at

Walkerville between Spence and Rowey to get us

over the line when all looked lost. Also Isaac

Hores' performance with the ball at Grange 2/27

off 17 overs may not look amazing on paper, but it

was tough, relentless, and crucial to that win, we

saw what he is truly capable of that day.

We only managed one century for the season,

thanks to a reluctant Dave Maunder. In his

attempt to have a year off, Dave found himself

helping out a few times when required, managing

to post that lone century up at Scotch college in

round 8 ultimately giving us a total we managed

to defend on day two, that big knock also saw him

take out the batting trophy in just 3 innings.

A big thanks to Andrew Spence who took over the

captaincy in my absence after the Christmas break,

and carried on his good work from previous years. 

Everyone is looking forward to fronting up again

next season, and hopefully seeing the continued

development of a few younger blokes who made

themselves permanent fixtures in the higher grade

this year. On a personal note, although I didn't get

to see out the full season as skipper I thoroughly

enjoyed every part of the challenge and

responsibility, thanks to those who decided to give

me a chance with it and supported throughout, I

hope I met your expectations. 

Well done to the Mars and the A grade who played

some bloody tough cricket throughout the finals

and took a huge step towards getting this club

back to where it belongs, we are definitely heading

in the right direction.

B Grade - Division B1
Captain - Steve McInerney
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It was with great pride that I was asked to

captain Brighton’s C Grade this season. Following

a grand final appearance in 2020/21 in the C2

division, we moved up two divisions to compete in

the B3 competition. Our main goal at the start of

the season was to consolidate our position, try to

push for finals and prove that we did belong at

the level. We were fortunate to retain a core group

of players to start the season, with the likes of

reigning Bomber Medalist Allan Hutchinson, Steve

Reilly, James Mifsud, new Vice-Captain James

“Grubby” Lynch, Sam Mitchell, and (following

Schoolies and bouts of Covid and injuries) Ryan

and Hayden Sekhon all returning, whilst we also

had some great new additions who ended the

season as vital players in Kai Malady, Tom Marshall

and Mark Healey. 

We started the season on a wet deck at Margaret

Bond Reserve vs. Glenunga with no specialist

openers and a few players filling in for us, as we

lost the toss and were sent in. Dan Szkup and

Soupy Campbell helped out by opening the

batting, and whilst it didn’t go to plan for Soupy,

Dan managed to bat for around an hour and put

on a solid partnership with Reills. A few

partnerships were formed between myself, Reills,

Hutchy and Heals, before we had a bit of a

collapse at the hands of former Redbacks opening

bowler James Munting and fell to 9/124. At this

point, the Glenunga boys began to utter the

words “outright”. Enter number 11 Akshat Joshi,

who batted brilliantly to end up on 30 not out as

we put on a 66-run partnership for the 10th

wicket. Unfortunately, I cost Akshat a well-

deserved 50, as I succumbed to the nervous 90s.

We finished our innings with a very respectable

190 all out after 71 overs. We had 10 overs at them,

but didn’t make any inroads, before the second

week was washed out. 

Our first “Home Game” of the season was at

Woodcroft College against Goodwood. They won

the toss and batted. We bowled Goodwood out

for 101 using 9 bowlers in 45 overs. Hutchy was at

his best, whilst Max Mitchell was outstanding as

they both claimed 3 wickets (3/17 off 9 and 3/24 off

10.4 respectfully). Everyone bowled well, as Mifsud

claimed 2 and myself 1 whilst Healey, Sekhon and

Kai bowled very economically and kept the 

pressure on. This bowling effort left us with 27

overs to bat. Again, we had two new openers,

Mifsud and Ryan Sekhon, who were outstanding

and got us to 0/36 by stumps. There was some rain

around leading into day 2, however the

groundsman got the roller on the pitch early on

Saturday morning, and to our surprise, the pitch

looked ok! The Goodwood captain didn’t agree, as

we waited around for close to 2 hours for the pitch

to dry out, before it was finally agreed that play

could go ahead. ‘Miffy’ and Ryan continued where

they left off the previous week, before Ryan was

eventually dismissed for 20 off 133 balls with the

score on 49. Slash player Vish Bhardwa came in

and made a solid contribution before falling with

the score on 66. Reilly, Hutchy and Healey came

and went, however the Great Wall of Brighton,

Miffy proved impossible to dismiss, as we

eventually reached the target 5 wickets down.

Miffy finished with a well-deserved 50 not out from

a staggering 248 balls. 

Rain threatened to ruin our chances of playing

again as we headed out to Park 10 to play Adelaide

University. Fortunately, it stayed away, and again, I

lost the toss and we were sent in on a decent

pitch. Unfortunately for Ryan, he couldn’t repeat

his efforts, as he was bowled first ball of the match.

Hutchy (19) came in and put on a solid partnership

with Miff before he was dismissed. I was dismissed

shortly after arriving at the crease, which allowed

Heals to pummel the Uni attack around the park

to score a well-made 36. Miffy just kept batting,

eventually being dismissed after accumulating 48

runs from an astounding 176 balls in just under 3

hours. Tom Marshall made a fluent 31 as our total

grew, however was unlucky to be dismissed hit

wicket after crushing a hook shot. Contributions

from Grubby (11), Max Mitchell (14*) and Kai Malady

(11*) took us to a total we were quite happy with to

end the day - a very defendable 9/186.

Unfortunately, rain ruined our hopes of a win the

following week, however it had certainly been a

positive start to the season. 

Our quest to find a home ground as we were

waiting for maintenance to be completed at

Brighton number 2 led us to Adelaide High School

to play a revised one-day match against a very

sporting Pooraka team, who had agreed to allow 

C Grade - Division B3
Captain - Charlie Sutton
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us to play the one-dayer instead of a 2-day match

for us to have access to an oval. We thank Pooraka

for giving us a chance at playing. Things went very

well for us after we lost the toss with Pooraka

electing to bat. Hutchy bowled without luck to

bowl 8 straight for just 18 runs, Ryan Sekhon did

the damage at the other end, claiming 3/12 from

his 8 overs. Kai Malady bowled first change and

picked up his first senior wicket for the club,

finishing with 2/5 from 5 overs, whilst I claimed 4

cheap wickets to finish the tail off as we bowled

Pooraka out for 45 inside 26 overs. We made light

work of the total, with Mark Healey promoted to

open the batting as a “one-day specialist” making

a quickfire 24. Miffy did what Miffy does, to end up

on 15 not out, and Hutchy was solid at the other

end making 10 not out. Once the total was passed,

we agreed to finish the match early at Pooraka’s

request, and given their sportsmanship, we had

no issues with that. 

We finally got the chance to play at Brighton

against Old Concordians in an exciting match. We

won the toss and elected to bat, on what seemed

like a grassy, yet playable pitch. Our innings never

got going, as we lost consistent wickets to be

bowled out for a disappointing 28. Despite this,

we didn’t lose belief. A fired up Hutchy (3/7 off 9)

struck 3 times with the new ball and myself once,

as we had them 5/24 early on in their innings.

Unfortunately, we let one partnership drag out as

they passed our score. Leggie Sam Mitchell

bowled a beautiful spell of 4/32 off 14 to clean up

their tail as we bowled them out for 88. The next

innings didn’t start too well, as we stumbled to

3/16, before some crucial partnerships between

the returning Hayden Sekhon (68*) and Heals (25),

Reills (13) and Tom Marshall (21) led us to our

declaration total of 5/149. This left Concordians

with a target of 90 runs off 21 overs with only 9

wickets in the shed. They started well, getting to

0/33 in no time, before Kai (2/12), Akshat (2/14) and

Tommy (4/18) stepped up to do some damage

with the ball. It all came down to the final over,

with them needing 2 to win, and us 2 wickets.

Tommy bowled with ice in his veins, as he

removed the set batter early (with them crucially

crossing), they then hit a single, leaving scores

level and their number 10 to finish the job. He

couldn’t get bat on ball, and their captain was run 

out last ball of the match as they were bowled out

to finish the match as an outright tie, and some

pride was well and truly restored. 

After Christmas, we headed over to Marion for a

one-dayer to play in a Grand Final rematch. We

won the toss on a green top, which made the

decision to bowl very easy. At times we bowled

poorly, however we managed to bowl them out for

139 as the wickets were shared amongst bowlers,

with Hutchy and Kai the stand outs. Frustratingly,

we again didn’t get going with the bat, as we

stumbled to 4/13 very quickly. Kai was a shining

light in our innings, top scoring with a well-made

32, but we were bowled out for a disappointing 69.

Unfortunately, after this match, Hutchy was ruled

out for the season. 

In round 7, we ventured to Park 9 to play PAOC, as

Grubby deputised as skipper while I played in the

B’s for a round. We won the toss and elected to

bat, and whilst starting slowly to fall to 3/20, Heals

(44) and Reills (28) batted brilliantly to put on a 75-

run partnership. Kai chipped in again with 14,

however constant wickets fell, as we were bowled

out for 128 in 68.2 overs. La Niña again reared its

head the following week, as rain ruined our

chances of a result. 

Gepps Cross was a frustrating tale of what could

have been. I was struck down as a close contact

and missed the first week, whilst Grubby called up

to the B’s, so Tom Hogan played his first 2-day

match in a couple of years and stood in as skipper.

We won the toss and elected to bat, but a few

batters threw away solid starts as we were bowled

out for 101, Miffy again top scored with 34. Gepps

Cross finished the day unscathed, so as we entered

week 2, we knew we had a lot of work to do.

Unfortunately, it didn’t go to plan, with Gepps

Cross passing our score with ease to finish on 1/107

declared. Sportingly, the captains agreed to 28

overs plays 29 to go for an outright. We managed

7/96 declared, as Heals top scored with 31, whilst

Kai again chipped in with 20. The chase seemed

done and dusted, as they cruised to 3/64, before

Kai started to wreak havoc. Bowling 13 overs

straight, Kai ended with an outstanding 6/18,

however they heartbreakingly passed our total 8

down with an over to spare. 

C Grade - Division B3 (continued)
Captain - Charlie Sutton
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Returning to Brighton, we got the opportunity to

play on number 1 against Golden Grove, which

would be the first time for many in the team. We

were lucky to have Steve McInerney slash for us,

and even more lucky that on a dry pitch, we won

the toss and elected to bat. We made a steady

start, however found ourselves in a bit of trouble

at 3/15. I was able to stick around at one end,

whilst “Smacca” played the innings of the season,

crushing 127 off 134 balls as we put together a 132-

run partnership. I eventually put the crowd out of

their misery, being dismissed for a scratchy 30 off

131 balls, however Smacca continued the carnage,

and we got to 213. Day 2 was a day of attrition, as

we toiled for 77.4 overs, to eventually bowl them

out for 178. Everyone bowled very economically,

especially the tireless Tom Marshall, who bowled

18 overs (15 of them straight), 10 maidens, 0/23.

Healey was sensational as he picked up 2/12,

whilst Kai, Sammy and Miffy were miserly. Despite

some dropped catches, Ryan Sekhon and I picked

up some wickets at the end as we enjoyed a very

satisfying victory. 

The next round was against finals contenders

Woody Rechs at home. We again won the toss

and batted, making a competitive 147 for the day.

The innings included contributions from Miff (20),

Reills (14), Heals (30), Shorty returned to hit a

couple of bombs, whilst Kai again scored a

valuable 23. The next week was a very satisfying

one, as we bowled them out for 81 in just 36.3

overs. Lachy Ash produced his finest display of the

season, picking up 4/21, whilst Sammy Mitchell

was outstanding for his 3/14 and Ryan Sekhon

claimed 2/16. We batted again for 25 overs, as

Hayden played flamboyantly for 56 not out. We

picked up the first innings points and guaranteed

that we would be playing in B3 again next season. 

We travelled out to Max Amber Reserve for the

final match of the season against the undefeated,

and eventual premiers Athelstone. We won the

toss and had a bowl, on a pitch with a bit of

moisture. We started well without luck, as we

dropped two chances off their opener, who would

eventually score 104 not out. This would prove to

be the difference. Ryan was economical, bowling

9 overs, 0/31, whilst Tom Shearing had his first

bowl of the season for us, bowling brilliantly to 

take 2/19 from 6. Healey and Kai also bowled well,

whilst I took the other 3 wickets as they made

5/190 from their 40 overs, a total we thought was

gettable. We started off extremely well, with Heals

smashing a quick 28, as he and Hayden put on 46

for the first wicket. Miffy (29*), Reills (31) and Kai (15)

then went about trying to chase down the total,

but we would eventually fall about 60 runs short,

finishing our 40 overs at 4/129.  

We finished the season in 8th position, with 4

victories, an outright tie, 3 washouts and 3 losses, a

respectable record for a young team playing 2

divisions up. So many grew as cricketers, such as

Miff, who became an opening batter, and Kai, who

grew into a key allrounder with a big future ahead

of him. The Sekhons continued to mature,

Sammy’s leg spin improved, whilst the

experienced Heals and Reills were consistent with

the bat and Grubby’s keeping came along. It was a

great honour to captain the team, we had a lot of

fun and played with great spirit, thanks for the

season boys, looking forward to the next one!

C Grade - Division B3 (continued)
Captain - Charlie Sutton
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Firstly - thanks to everyone that played in the L04

for 2022. Last year we had a squad of 28 Players,

which I thought was quite high. This year we had

no less than 54 blokes play at least 1 game, an

amazing number. There were many challenges

again this year, Covid, Injuries and unavailability’s

throughout the grades which really hampered our

effort to put a consistent side on the field each

week.

I'd like to thank the captains that filled in for me

when I was unavailable. Thanks Bob Morrissey,

Nintin Jahkwal, Dean Chambers and Mark Wilson.

Special thanks must go to Bob Morrissey for

updating my cricket all year making my job easy.

Also Jamie Parish for the magnitude of team

changes each week and even on Saturday

mornings.

We forfeit, Walkerville take the points

We find an available ground 

We play on hard wicket, if you agree to it and

the ATCA do also.

They said they didn’t want to just take the points,

where I’m sure other certainly would have and

agreed to play us on hard wicket should a ground

become available. Thankfully a turf wicket

appeared on Friday, and with a strong side we

amassed our highest score of the season 2 for 244,

Hogan 51, Vlok 93* Maunder 81*n and rolled them

for 8/157. Fitzgerald 3/26,Chambers and Nints 2fa,

and the biggest stat of the year and my first and

last over in about 10 years saw 1 for 8 after 1. Yes I

got a wicket.

Round 5 V Hope Valley for another away game saw

Mark Howard come in and smack a brilliant 82

with a few contributions from De Beyer 21 Vlok 19

Chambers 26 a defendable 6 for 171. Unfortunately

we were 2 bowlers short and they passed us in the

last couple of overs 4/174. These guys were all in

their 20’s, did half an hour warms ups which is

against the bylaws of 1 day cricket, were by far the

most cockiest team we played against. They ended

up going undefeated for the season, so I was

thrilled to read in the paper they lost the GF. 

Round 6 was the re match against the good boys

Walkerville. With Big guns Maunder and Heaney in

the side, I had already chalked up the win. They

made 181 with young Locky Ash taking 3/32 and

leading the side in the field. Vloky and Nints

bowled well for 2 a piece. Deano once again held

the innings together making a fantastic 60, and

forming what was looking like a match winning

Partnership with Locky 24, where by an

unfortunate run out occurred and Deano was on

his way. Hugh Edwards another recruit for the year

showed that he was more than capable with the

bat and hit a solid 22 before holing out. We ended

up 11 short, a game we should have probably won,

albeit was probably the game of the season for all

the right reasons.

Round 7 v Hope Valley was where season started to

go awry, with losing a couple of key members,

Nintin and Deano with injury. We fought hard to

post a score of 131 but we lost two many wickets

Vlok 48 and Hogan 42 with a solid effort from 

One Day Cricket - Division 4 
Captain - Tom Hogan

An encouraging start

Round 1 saw us get washed out against Rostrevor,

a side that would not win a game all season and

get relegated…. A missed opportunity.

Round 2 was against last year’s premiers Pembroke  

and it wasn’t a great start, with us batting on a

slightly wet wicket and our own blokes dishing out

dubious lbw in the first 2 overs. Dean Chambers

stepped up and steadied the ship with an

unbeaten 53* allowing us to post a defendable

total of 120. Nintin Jack snagging 5 fa got us the

early chocolates

Round 3 was again scheduled against Pembroke.

Full of confidence to make in 2 in a row, we were

thwarted by more wet weather. Another lost

opportunity.

Round 4 was a game where the spirit of cricket

and sportsmanship came to the fore and my hope

in humanity was restored. With our number 2

ground out of action due to nets falling on fences,

we were left searching the next two weeks for a

spare ground. Thanks to Ian Barnes for his efforts

ringing every possible club without luck 2 days out

from the match. I rang Walkerville president and

Thursday afternoon and explained we were

without a ground which therefore leaves us with 3

options:
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first Gamer ex pres Scotty Phillips with 14. Bobby

Morrissey bowled with guts 2 for 16 of 8…

impressive but we lost convincingly.

The Losses continued against Old igs in round 8

but special mentions to the young guns Zach

Parish 27 and Seb Malia 15, who batted will

together and often helped me out during the

season. Soupy Campbell looked good with the bat

with 23, but they passed us 1 down.

Round 9 was the last match before the Christmas

break, and Fulham had a solid side notching up

224, with wickets from Locky Ash 2 Fitz 2. Hugh

opened the batting and put on a brilliant 55, with

more runs coming for Vlock 73 resulting in 7/188.

Round 10 v Trinity saw the return of Mark Wilson

to the LO4 and he hadn’t lost any form opening

up and smashing 24. This was one of the funnier

moments when boom recruits Christopher Salter

came out to help and with his whole family out to

watch. This lasted 1.5 overs as he trudged off

holding his Hammy from the furthest part of the

ground. It was belly laughing stuff, and a good

result in that Alexander Wilson and Hayden Salter

both got to field for most of the day. In another

show of fantastic sportsman ship Trinity who had

an hour plus drive allowed the 11 year olds to bat 4

overs. It’s why we play the game, even though we

got smashed we all left feeling happy that cricket

was the winner.

With Round 11 washed out, Tickets once again

took charge in Round 12 scoring a solid 43 scoring

a solid partnership with Dave De Beyer 28 which

set up a big enough total against SPOC so the

destroyer Bob Morrissey could clean up 3 for 13 of

8 overs, supported by nick Vlok 3 fa.

Round 13 V Fulham saw a poor showing from us

with the bat, with the only double figure scorer

being Mark Wilson. New Comer Rob Williams did

well with the ball snaring 2, and first gamer in

many years Shaun Tilbrook showed his class

getting 2 wickets after a rusty start.

Round 14 v Warriors saw David Fitzgerald get his

first runs of the season getting 37, while Paul

Wilson filling in smashed a quick fire 24. Fitz also 

full of confidence snagged 3 wickets but ultimately

notched up another loss.

Round 15 was a tight game against Adelaide Uni,

one which we should have won. Solid batting total

of 190 should have been enough but they chased

them down with an over to spare. Nintin back in

the side smashed a good 39, with support from

Vlok, Hogan Debeyer and Fahy.

Round 16 with 3 rounds to go we needed wins, but

again failed against a quality side in Kilburn who

would go on to win the flag, Not much to report

getting rolled for 68 and getting passed 2 down. 

Round 17 V Spoc saw another new comer and

good guy Mikes in a panic come out and score

unbeaten 36. A great line up with club legends

Paul McKenzie, Trevor Wise and Graham ‘the Chief’

‘Colwill Again, we didn’t make enough runs and

limited bowling resulted in another loss.

The final game was a chance for us to beat

Warriors and stay in LO4. Rob Williams entertained

us and took 3 crucial wickets, Dave Fitz did well

with some poles as well, but ultimately the season

was done and another loss ensued.

It was a pleasure to skipper the LO4s for a few

years. Hopefully a lot of the new faces that

emerged over the last few years will play on next

season and beyond. A special thanks to all the

blokes (and Mikaela Wilson, who also took a

blinding catch) that came out and helped when

the chips were down. Finally congratulations to the

A Grade for a sensational come from behind win,

and get back into A2s. 

One Day Cricket - Division 4 (continued)
Captain - Tom Hogan
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The winner of the Bomber Medal is determined by

votes cast by each Senior Captain across all Senior

grades after match. Votes are awarded on a 3, 2,
1 points voting system, where the best afield

receives the maximum 3 votes, the runner up 2

votes, and the third most effective player 1 vote.

Senior Awards
Season 2021-22

Bomber Medal

Club Champion

The Club Champion is awarded to an A Grade

player determined by the votes from the umpires,

scorer & captain after each match. Votes are
awarded on a 3, 2, 1 points voting system,

where the best afield receives the maximum 3

votes, runner up 2 votes, and the third  player 1

vote.

Winner:         Chad Parrish          44 points

Runners up: Brad Kielow            35 points
                        Damon Dermody

Winners (joint):
Chad Parrish,                                    11 votes
Steve McInerney,                             11 votes
Damon Dermody                             11 votes         

Sid Shepherdson Most Improved Player
Selected by the Senior Coach in conjunction with

the senior Captains. The Award is named in

honour of Sid Sheperdson Life member and hall

of famer - a dominant opening bowler of the

1960's and 70's, and Club President from 1970 to

1974. 

Winner:          Dylan Rowe                         

Ken Mosley Most Promising U23 Player

Selected by the Committee, awarded to an

individual of any membership type (Life, Player,

Parent or Office holder) in recognition of their

outstanding individual contribution to the Club.

Winner:         Tom Marshall 

Vera Friend A Grade Fielding Trophy
Selected by the Senior Coach in conjunction with

the senior Captains. The Award is named in

honour of Vera Friend Life member and stalwart

scorer for over 20 years across the 1970's and 80's, 

Winner:         Louis Bond                                  

Best Club Person

Selected by the Senior Coach in conjunction with

the senior Captains. 

Winner:          Nicole Williams                                 



SENIOR AWARD WINNERS
 

A GRADE Winner  

Bowling Chad Parrish 31 wickets at 9.32

Batting Bradley Kielow 361 runs at 36.10

B GRADE Winner  

Bowling Andrew Spence 16 wickets at 12.13

Batting David Maunder 193 runs at 64.33

Fielding Dylan Ladner  

C GRADE Winner  

Bowling Charlie Sutton  13 wickets at 12.38 

Batting Mark Healey  259 runs at 19.92

Fielding James Mifsud  

P A G E  1 5

LO GRADE Winner  

Bowling Nintin Jakhwal 14 wickets at 14.07 

Batting Nick Vlok 312 runs at 39.00 

Fielding Iain Campbell  
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Our Juniors had another really positive season

again this year at Brighton Cricket Club. This year

we fielded 17 teams in Adelaide Turf Cricket

Association (ATCA), 2 teams in the Girls Strikers

League and another two teams in the Little

Strikers and Rookies teams. We had over 220

juniors play cricket at our club this season and

another 65 participants in the blaster program.

Our retention rate from the previous season was

again above 95%, which is terrific to see, because

it shows that our junior programs are going well

and have a really strong future!

 

Whilst we didn't have any junior teams win grand

finals this year, all our junior teams were

competitive and Brighton CC was well

represented in every age group and division. Our

16&U Girls made it through to the grand final, but

unfortunately were not able to defeat Mitchell

Park. Our U15 Div 1 team, had a terrific season and

made it to the semi-finals, but were defeated by

Flinders Park who went on to win the grand final. 

 

This season we once again had a couple of

challenges outside of a 'normal' season, that we

hope we don't have to manage next year. A storm

in July 2021 destroyed the nets around Oval #2,

and due to the delays with their repair, we were

unable to use the grounds for the first eight weeks

of the season. With the support of ATCA, other

clubs and our local schools, we were able to

ensure all games went ahead. We are very grateful

to those involved for assisting us with providing

grounds for our juniors to play cricket during this

period. We also had strict covid-19 guidelines in

place throughout the entire season, which at

times was a challenge to manage. However, these

restrictions only resulted in three junior games for

the entire season not going ahead, which again

was a terrific outcome, given the number of covid-

19 cases in the wider community. 

This season we played junior cricket home games

at the following locations; Brighton Oval #1,

Brighton Oval #2, Brighton Primary School,

McAuley Community School, Paringa Park

Primary, Brighton Rugby Club and Westminster

School. Thank you to all of these clubs and

schools for allowing us to use their facilities

during the season.

 I would like to thank all of our coach and team

manager volunteers who gave up their time to

develop our players, ensure we fielded teams each

week and most importantly made sure our juniors

enjoyed playing cricket! Thank you to the BCC

Committee for your support and assistance

throughout the season, you are a terrific group of

people who I have really enjoyed working with and

I am really proud of the quality of the junior

programs that we have been able to deliver again

at Brighton this season.

 

On a personal note, I would also like to thank those

individuals who submitted my nominations for the

SACA Volunteer of the Year. Whilst I am extremely

proud and humbled to be the recipient of both the

SACA and Cricket Australia’s, Community Cricket

Volunteer of the Year, I could not have achieved

what we have at Brighton CC over the past 4 years

without the support and contributions of our

Committee and other volunteers. Thank you to

everyone who has contributed to this, we are a very

large cricket club and it does take a lot of effort to

keep things moving seamlessly. 

 

Brighton Cricket Club is a terrific club to be part of,

we have so many wonderful people willing to

volunteer their time and contribute to our club, we

have built a terrific junior program and I can see

that our club has a very strong future.

 

I look forward to replicating this success again next

season!

 

 

Junior Cricket 
Director - Nicole Williams
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Unfinished Business
After sitting top of the ladder most of last season

but bowing out in the semi we went into this

season motivated and full of ambition. The

competition moved from U16 last season to U17

this season. This was great as it meant we could

keep most of the team together for another shot

at the title.

We created a much more adaptable arrangement

this season. With many boys having big cricket

loads coupled with School work, Brighton cricket

was there for a more relaxed family fun

experience on a Sunday afternoon. We created a

flexible registration that allowed some of the boys

who were busy but still wanted to be part of the

team to play limited games. This allowed me to

call on them to build the team each week around

their other commitments or injuries etc. 

It was fantastic that we could blend our trainings

in with the Seniors. This allowed the boys to still

make other commitments but when available

know they could get a great session in regardless

of the U17 numbers. We will continue to build on

this next season with some exciting options like

regular center wicket training to continue to

educate and challenge the boys.

Massive thanks to all parents in getting boys to

games and training and helping where possible. I

know it’s challenging, so I truly thank you. Extra

special thanks to Louise and Brett Lewis, super

organised as team manager plus scoring, drinks,

ice, and everything else.

Thanks to Chadd for filling in for me and getting a

handy win while we were in iso. Thanks also to

Gibraun, Michael, Brett, and anyone else who

helped the team as umpires, scorers and

conversation on the sidelines. 

together with a very high standard of competition

all ensured that the boys would grow their game

by season end. We also included a fun SACA T20

comp that gave the boys a great experience and

saw us beat eventual winners in Goodwood.

We started the season well. Our first game we were

cruising against Goodwood only to be rained out.

This was followed by a strong win against Pooraka

away with Big Oscar making a century in 72 balls

on his dads’ birthday. Great Gift idea Oscar! We

then had another rained out draw against

Glenunga to be sitting in the top half of the ladder.

Next game was against eventual premiers in

Marion who gathered together a very strong team.

They posted 374 in 72 overs and after we lost a few

early I was proud how we hung tough on a hot day

to nearly bat out our overs. Coming off that tough

challenge we came up against Port who were

sitting 2nd and eventual runner ups. This game

went right down to wire eventually falling 19 runs

short. This showed us we were a team that was

around the mark.

After the Christmas break, we came out for a one-

dayer against Plympton. Charlie and I were in

isolation so had to watch it over MyCricket. We got

the chocolates with Big O snaring a Five-fa.

Another tight game showing how close and Div1

competition is.

The next game against Fulham again was rained

out. We were cruising at 3/50 chasing their 139. This

was followed by Goodwood away which we fell 40

runs short.

With 2 games to go and the up and down season it

meant that we needed an outright win to put us

back in the top 4. We were half a chance against

Pooraka at home on Oval 2 who we beat

convincingly in round 2. After loosing the toss and

bowling first we had them on the ropes at 7/82.

They then put together a decent partnership to

finish on 125. However, we only had 11 overs left on

first day. It was hot/tough session were we lost one

early to be 1/11 overnight. 

The following Sunday the sun was out and the

birds were chirping as Javi walked out to the

crease. The third ball of the day he clipped off his

legs sailing over the ropes, followed by two more in 

U17 Division 1
Coach - Brett Fleetwood

Season

It was the kind of season that presented many

interesting challenges, both on and off the field.

weather, Covid, injuries and outside commitments,
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the over. Outright here we come. He went on to

amass 158* from 103 balls (wagon wheel below).

But most of all it put his team in a strong position

with a 107 run lead at tea with 34 overs to bowl

them out. 

Pooraka took up the challenge of the run chase

and were 0/28 off 8 overs. The captain then

turned to spin with Chaz getting a wicket on his

first ball. He then went on to record his best

figures of 6/5 and most importantly secure us a

valuable outright win (video link of the last overs

included on the next page). Also, a highlight was

Tom Dermody who ran in all game collecting 7

wickets for match including a spell with Charlie

where they collected 7 wickets in 5 overs for 2

runs!! Hands down the best game of cricket I’ve

been involved with! 

Pooraka took up the challenge of the run chase

and were 0/28 off 8 overs. The captain then

turned to spin with Chaz getting a wicket on his

first ball. He then went on to record his best

figures of 6/5 and most importantly secure us a

valuable outright win.

Also, a highlight was Tom Dermody who ran in all

game collecting 7 wickets for match including a

spell with Charlie where they collected 7 wickets in

5 overs for 2 runs!! Hands down the best game of

cricket I’ve been involved with! 

With the last game of season against Glenunga we

needed a win. We held our heads high against a

strong team on a strong home ground advantage.

While we ultimately fell an agonizingly 23 runs

short there was some hype as we thought were still

in finals as Goodwood also lost their game.

However, as the scores were entered in on Monday

morning Fulham jump us both to take fourth spot.  

Massive thanks to the boys who always meant I

had a great Sunday afternoon, win, loose or draw.

Also, thanks to all parents for their help and

support. You all have wonderful children that are

growing into fine young men and I hope to keep

watching them grow as cricketers and people in

the future. It was a super exciting end to season

which reminded us how much fun cricket and

sport can be.

U17 Division 1 (continued)
Coach - Brett Fleetwood
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Video of the final over -  round 9 vs Pooraka 13 February 2022:

U17 Division 1 (continued)
Coach - Brett Fleetwood
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Firstly, what a credit to the Brighton Cricket Club

being the only club to field 2 U17 sides. This did

mean the U17 Div 2 boys were playing against A

grade sides every match, but to their credit they

took it in their stride and played some very

competitive cricket.

With a couple of players pulling out before the

season started, we were left with a core group of

10 players and hence relied every game on fill ins

from the U14s and U15s. The boys that filled in

were far from out of their depth, which is a great

sign for the future of the club.

It was a season of interruptions with 2 games

being washed out mid game, in both the boys

were in a dominate position, and another game

abandoned mid game when 4 of the boys went

down with COVID.

The team highlight was the round 2 win against

Brahma Lodge, where we were only 1 wicket from

winning outright. In that game Alex Buckby

starred with the bat scoring a century.

There were a couple of other individual efforts

during the season deserving a special mention:

·Tyson Prettejohn’s 5 for 32 off 10 overs in round 1

against the eventual premiers Woodville Rechabite

·Kanvarveer Jhangra’s (U14) 5 for 14 off 10 overs in

round 7 against Athelstone.

Another special mention to Rithic Pariyarth who

joined the club this year and hadn’t played club

cricket before, his dedication at training and in

games was great to see and his improvement by

the end of the season was remarkable.

The team was well led by our captain Jaedyn

Noronha and vice captains Alex Buckby & Hamish

Pepper, who all led by example out on the field.  

Leading Player Statistics
Batting  – Alex Buckby 285 runs at 31.67

Bowling – Tyson Prettejohn 16 wickets at 21.63

Fielding – Jaedyn Noronha 7 catches

A personal thank you to Tim Pepper who took on

the role of Team Manager this season, he kept

everyone well informed, manned the score book

most games and ensured the umpires were always

paid.

Finally, for 8 of the 10 boys this was their last

season of juniors, I strongly encourage all of them

to take the step up and play seniors for Brighton

next season.

U17 Division 2 
Coach - Scott Prettejohn

The Season that was
The U17 boys gave it their all against the 

odds
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What a great team of young Women! It has been

an absolute privilege to be a part of the Under 16

girls’ team for season 2021/22. Tony and I could

not have been prouder of the way the team

progressed throughout the season.

It was clear from the first training session, that we

had an eclectic group of cricketers. Some of our

players had several years of cricket under their

belt, whereas others were in their first or second

year. As the season progressed, the gap of age and

experience only seemed to strengthen the girl’s

willingness to play as a team, as they realised that

individual experience doesn’t win games, but it is

the team as a collective that produces results. 

Tony and I stressed to every player (every week!),

that we only ever wanted to see the girls try their

hardest and work on their personal improvement.

If a player played a shot they were learning at

training, and/or they were trying to score runs, we

were just as happy for them if they achieved their

highest score, or if they got out. If the Intent was

there, then we knew they were working hard for

the team and their own personal improvement at

the same time. When it came time to take the

field, a players intent shows clearly, and this was

another area of huge improvement. 

We really spent a lot of time focussing on the

basics, and it didn’t take many games to see how

the girls started transferring what we were doing

at training, into a game.

Grand Final Day 2022, and we truly believed we

could make it 2 in a row. Momentum led us to our

best batting performance of the year, and when

we took the field, confidence was high. Our

opposition were too strong on the day, but to be

this competitive against the strongest team of our

competition, it just proved beyond doubt, that our

team had come along way this season. Therefore,

our last message to our wonderful team of young

cricketers would be to just keep learning, keep

focussed on being a positive contributor to your

team, and go into everything you do with intent.

Don’t forget too, that you need to do all the above

with a smile on your face! 

A big THANK YOU to all the parents for your

support right through the year. We only have a

team of players, if we have an equally committed

team of Parents. Enjoy the Winter break.

Most game days seemed to be on or near

someone’s birthday! Win or lose, the team enjoyed

and celebrated their teammate’s day (often with a

cupcake!)

U16 Girls 
Coach - Michael Trenerry

Intent
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The U15 Division 1 team had an enjoyable and

successful season, making the finals but unable to

go past the semis.

Our team was made up by mainly District

Cricketers with a couple of guys in the squad of 13

for development. The U15 Division 1 competition is

strong and made up by teams of similar

compositions. From this age group onwards the

rules change and there is no longer the

requirement to rotate bowlers or retire batsman. 

Our team was very well lead by Ethan Williams

who also won our batting with 187 runs @ 20.8.

Ethan is an intelligent cricketer who reads the

game well and he really got this team to follow

and respect him, which was impressive to see.

Ethan was ably supported by vice-captain Max

Mathews who was runner-up in the batting with

(177 @ 29.5), followed by Lachlan Douglass (172

@15.6), Rueben Brookes (118 @ 16.9) and Zach

Parish (116 @ 14.5). A century opening stand

between Ethan and Lachlan (123) v Walkerville was

a highlight.

Louis Fontaine won the bowling with 17 wickets @

16, followed by Ethan with 14 @ 10.2, Jude Pope 10

@ 13.1 and Max Mathews 9 @ 15.8. 

Our bowling was potent all season as shown by us

rolling Reynella for 58 and Walkerville for 77 in the

final 2 minor round matches. Louis’ 6/28 v Reynella

and Popey’s 4/9 v Goodwood were a couple of

highlights.

From a fielding point of view, we unearthed 2

excellent wicket keepers this year in Reuben

Brookes and Zach Parish, who shared the keeping

duties. Both of these guys are excellent movers in 

the field so we knew that they would take to

keeping which they did with great success.

Reuben is the fielding trophy winner this year and I

hope that he and Zach continue to keep wickets in

the future.

Unfortunately Max Mathews broke his finger and

didn’t play after round 7, missing the last 3 minor

round matches and the semifinal. To his credit,

Max didn’t miss a single training or match after his

injury and continued to support the team and the

coach. This displayed so many great things to his

teammates; particularly what character looks like

and how to keep going when things haven’t gone

your way – which is a lesson that all cricketers must

learn if they are going to be successful. Max wins

this year’s Coaches Award – thanks for the great

example you set this year mate.

U15 Division 1 
Coach - Craig Douglass

Back Row: Max Greenslade, Michael Jansson, Max Matthews, Nick Wigley, Lachlan Douglass, Jude Pope, Nick Foster.

Front Row: Denny O'Grady, Ethan Williams, Reuben Brookes, Lochie Inglis, Louis Fontaine, Rahul Evuri, Craig Douglass (Coach).

Not in picture: Zach Parish.
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Spring had sprung and 13 likely young men were

selected to represent the mighty Brighton Cricket

Club in Under 14 Division 1 for season 2021-22 and

would be known as the ‘Gold’ team.  

After a gruelling pre-season we greeted Brighton

Black in round 1 at headquarters. We bowled first

and Black made a formidable 7 / 191. Of major

concern was the 62 extras we conceded.

Dermody, Smith, Kerley and Symonds were the

pick of the bowlers and Howatt was our best

fielder. 

Unfortunately, we didn’t get the chance to chase

the total the following Sunday as the sprinklers

came on Saturday night and the match was

abandoned due to the pitch being deemed

unsafe. Reports of members of our parent group

sabotaging the watering system on Saturday night

were grossly exaggerated. 

After losses to Marion and Goodwood, we re-

committed to our original game-plan of batting

with intent, bowling at the stumps, attacking the

ball when fielding and encouraging our team

mates.  

The game-plan came to fruition in the next round

against Unley. Bowling first, we dismissed Unley

for 181 in a dominant fielding performance

consisting of 9 catches and 1 runout which

rewarded good bowling. Makkar took 2 / 4 and a

spectacular catch. The following Sunday we

reached the total only 2 down before having some

fun with the bat and posting our season high (and

competition 2nd highest) total of 7 / 299. Run-

machine Evuri and Arnold batted well.  

Our most complete match of the season came

against Brighton Black in round 8. We restricted

the opposition to all out for 91 thanks to some

accurate bowling by Newell and Goldenberg, crafty

legspin by Fitzgerald, exceptional fielding by Rowe

and a lush outfield. The following week we chased

the total within 23 overs thanks to aggressive

batting by Symonds, Jhangra, Rowe (re-invented as

an opener) and Goldenberg. Reports of our parent

group mowing the outfield on Saturday night were

untrue and scandalous. 

To summarise the season; Our best cricket was

definitely good enough to take the game to all

opposition teams but perhaps we lacked the

confidence at crucial moments to threaten the top

4 sides. Most pleasing was the improvement by all

players throughout the season evident by the team

only conceding 10 extras in the final round (down

from 62 in round 1). 

Thanks to Team Manager Ceri Dermody for

keeping us all organised and to all parents  & 

 caregivers who helped throughout the season. 

Yours looking-forward to next summer

Travis Smith

U14 Division 1 Gold
Coach - Travis Smith
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U14 Division 1 Black
Coaches - Bevan Constable & Ralph Slape
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The junior cricket season of 2021/22 for the U14 Div

2 Brighton team will be remembered as a season

of learning, for both the boys and the coach. 

The boys came together at the start of the season

and all bonded pretty quickly, some through

existing friendships and others through

willingness to get to know each other. Watching

the bonds of friendship and team spirit grow and

develop over the season is something that will be

remembered.

Each team member had their own individual

journey throughout the season. Some of the boys

were starting with little or no experience of either

playing cricket or playing on a full-size turf pitch

with a proper hard ball, whereas others were

continuing their progression through the grades

stepping up from U12 last season to playing their

final year at U14.

The most rewarding thing to come from this

season of learning, in my opinion, was watching

the positive progression of each of the players

from where they started at the beginning of the

season. Not alone have their cricket skills and

techniques improved, but also their game

awareness. Their confidence grew game on game,

as did their resilience. The spirit the boys showed

right to the end of the season is a testament of

their characters and something to be proud of.

We had some good battles on the field along the

way with some memorable wickets, catches, run-

outs and batting strokes banked away to reminisce

on in years to come. We met some good teams

with some good characters, ensuring some friendly

banter was had by all.

Personally I would like to thank each individual

member of the team for all their efforts throughout

the season, from turning up to training on a Friday

night to competing right to end of each and every

game on a Sunday morning, even when we knew

the game was gone and we were fielding in plus

30 degrees temperatures.

I would also like to thank the boy’s parents for

committing to the season bring your child to

training and games, for helping me out with

training and on game days, and for your all-round

support and encouragement to the boys. Well

done.

I would especially like to thank the management

team who went above and beyond for the whole

season, particularly working tirelessly in the

background to ensure that we had a full team

every week. This was not an easy task with all the

challenges that cropped up every week, you did an

amazing job.

I look forward to watching these boys develop

further in the future and hopefully cross paths

again one day.

U14 Division 2 
Coach - Alan Greaney

Season of learning
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U14 Division 2 (continued)
Coach - Alan Greaney

 L to R: Alan Greaney (Coach), Hudson Taintey, Owen Thomas, Billy Cook-Shackles (back), Liam Geoghegan (front), Gurjot ‘Gary’ 

Singh (back), Anthony Coffey-Greaney (front), Emile Talbot (back), Samir Dave (front), Aiden Gavan, Max Wigley. 

Missing from photo Finn Best. 
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Champion Team
I had the pleasure of coaching a great bunch of

boys and working with a fantastic group of

parents this year. We always had great attendance

at training with lots of support from the parents.

Of the 12 players I had in my squad this year I was

fortunate that 6 were boys that I had coached in

the previous years.

This season our team competed in the ATCA

Under 12 South Division 1 comp. This division

comprised of 9 x 25 over and 3 x 40 over per side

games played on either a Friday night or Sunday

morning.

Our team of 12 players comprised of a mixture of

boys, some new to the club and others in fifth

year of club cricket. For the first half of the season,

we focused our training on reinforcing some

cricket basics like – Backing up while batting at

the non-strikers end, loud calls for runs, walking in

with the Bowler, backing up in the field and using

our voices to positively encourage our teammates.

In the second half of the season, we concentrated

a bit more on our bowling, batting, and running

between wickets. Working on things like – getting

our run-ups correct, bowling onside of off stump,

putting our foot to the ball when batting, keeping

our bat and pad close together and having our

front elbows up when playing straight. I am so

pleased to say the boys have come such a long

way this season to the extent that they needed

little guidance on field come the end of season.

This will stand them in very good stead as they

develop further in their cricket journey.

We were very fortunate this year to have such

great attendance and availability of players for

game day that there were only 2 games for the

entire season that we needed fill in players to

make up our playing 11. During our season we

played a total of 12 games and remained

undefeated for the season. These results make our

team the best performed in the Under 12 Div 1

competition.

All players on different occasions had outstanding

performances contributing to our very successful

season. 

There were some fantastic batting performances,

great bowling displays, classic catches, exceptional

run-outs, stumping’s, and efforts in the field. 

All the boys can be very proud of their

achievements and improvement over the season

and should be proud of what they have achieved

as a team and individually.

About half of our squad will be moving up into the

Under 14 comp next year and should be very

confident in their own abilities and I wish them all

the very best and hope they all continue with their

cricket

Another strong focus for our team this year was

Sportsmanship. Not only did this group of boys

show great cricket ability but they also played their

cricket in the right way. 

They always went out of their way to not only

recognise and reward the achievements of their

own teammates but also those of the opposition

players. On numerous occasions we received

compliments from opposition supporters, parents,

and coaches for the way our boys conducted

themselves both on and off the field. This is

something they should also be very proud of. 

Our great team performance was also recognised

by 5 players from our squad being selected to try

out for the ATCA U12 Representative team, with 4

being selected for the final playing squad. I also

had the pleasure of coaching this team that went

on to win both the Metro and State competitions. I

am very confident we will again have more boys

representing BCC in this carnival next year. 

Well done to all players for getting through a very

competitive full season of club cricket. I hope you

learned a lot and most of all enjoyed your cricket

experience. I am very confident in the future of the

Brighton Cricket Club after what I have seen from

these guys this year.

U12 Division 1 Gold
Coach - Jason Gaerth
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U12 Division 1 Gold (continued)
Coach - Jason Gaerth

Top row: Cooper Newbold, Aiden Williams, Cooper Lawson, Luca Fouyaxis, Eli Gaerth, Josh Allan & Jason Gaerth (coach)

Bottom row: Jayden Brijmohan, Ewan McAssey, Ben Crafter & Max Tresidder

Missing from photo: Alexander Wilson & Harry Fraser
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Before the season commenced I was told division

1 was going to be a bigger challenge than what

division 2 was the previous year because the

standard of division 1 was much stronger. Once

my squad was finalized I was very happy to have

these boys in my team, as there were 9 division 2

players from last season and being told my squad

was statistically less talented than the other

teams I knew there was a challenge ahead.

Division 1 certainly didn't faze the boys as they

adapted very well and very quickly. Their

performance for the season was very good with

noticeable improvement from most players. Some

outstanding catches was a highlight of some very

good fielding. Their team work and sportsmanship

was very good. 

When most teams don't get parent support I must

say that all twelve families were very involved and

supported me and the players whenever they were

required for the entire season. With the parents

support my job was made much easier and was a

contributing reason for the way these players

improved and enjoyed their cricket. Having Lisa

Badenoch as team manager made my job easier

and kept all families well informed.

Thanks to everybody for their help and support to

make this season a success! 

U12 Division 1 Black
Coach - Percy Badenoch

Top row: Lochlan Craig, Ryan Gentry, Mitchell Connors, Percy Badenoch (coach), Charlie Tilbrook, Oliver Spence & Oliver Tebbutt

Bottom row: Connor Wolfenden, Luke Hunter, Jacob Talbot, Brody Badenoch, Zane Hole & Hayden Salter
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Gold Team
Firstly, I would like to thank Mandy Haywood for

being our team manager this year. Mandy was a

tremendous help throughout the season and

made my job a lot easier. I would also like to

thank all the parents who helped out during the

season, whether it be scoring or umpiring. We had

a few nervous first-time scorers, but you all did a

fantastic job. A special thank you to Simon

Kennedy who helped on quite a few occasions

during my absence and to the other dads that

gave Simon a hand during these times.

What a great season from the boys! It was a great

challenge for many of them, moving up from the

younger age group and playing against boys who

were mostly 12 months older than them. Whilst it

took some of the boys a little longer than others

to adjust, to their credit they ‘stuck at it’ and the

improvement of all players throughout the season

was obvious to all. 

After the Christmas break the boys really started to

gel as a team and grow in confidence which was

highlighted by them winning their last three

games of the season in a row.

We had many great performances during the

season, and it was great to see that every player

contributed to team victories. There were many

great innings played by our boys and whilst some

were not always rewarded with big scores, they did

occupy the crease and form very important

partnerships for the team.

Congratulations to Ollie Thompson who was our

standout batsmen scoring nearly 200 hundred

runs for the season. Charlie Zweck and Mason

Hansen both scored over 100 runs for the season,

Jack Collier and Harry Ward batted very

consistently throughout the year and Rory McAssey

took his batting to a new level after Christmas.

Well done also to Charlie Edwards who was given

the challenge of opening that batting late in the

season and batted very well.

U12 Division 2 Gold
Coach - Ben Page

Back Row: Jack Collier, Ben Page (Coach), Luke Pilkington, Charlie Zweck, Jude Haywood, Harry Ward, Chris Avdelas

Sitting: Jack Wittwer, Oliver Thompson, Rory McAssey, Mason Hansen, Joel Kennedy Laying: Charlie Edwards, Thomas Page
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We had some dynamic fielders in our side this year

and the quality of our fielding kept us in and won

us more than a few games. 10 of our 13 players took

at least one catch and 9 of our players effected run

outs. Charlie Zweck and Mason Hansen proved that

they have a deadly accurate arm with 4 run outs

each this season and not far behind them was Rory

McAssey with 3. Mason was equally as good when

it came to catching, along with Joel Kennedy they

had very safe hands taking 4 catches each whilst

Luke Pilkington was very reliable whether it be

keeping or at first slip taking 3 catches.

Our strength this season along with fielding was

our bowling and it was great that every player in

our squad took multiple wickets. Ollie Thompson

proved his allround skills by finishing as our lead

wicket taker with 7 wickets. We had a great mix of

bowling talent. Our quick bowlers Charlie Zweck,

Mason Hansen, Jude Haywood and Chris Avdelas

were very difficult to handle. Our medium pacers

Ollie, Rory McAssey, Charlie Edwards, Harry Ward

and Jack Collier were great all year taking 25

wickets between them. It was our slow bowlers

who excelled in the final few games when we got

on our winning run. Jack Wittwer and Joel

Kennedy were dangerous all year, getting a lot of

turn off the pitch to trouble all batsmen and

together with Tom Page and Luke Pilkington our 4

slow bowlers bowled very economically to help us

win those games.

The boys were a pleasure to coach this year and

really are a credit to their parents. They always

played in good spirits and showed good

sportsmanship. I wish them all the best for the

coming seasons.

U12 Division 2 Gold (continued)
Coach - Ben Page
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Ambassadors
Firstly, and most importantly a huge thank you to

Matthew Raponi (Matt) and Team manager Simon

Sincock for everything that they have done. Their

efforts have been wonderful and inspirational to

so many young players. None of this would have

happened without their hours every week with

planning and running training, organising teams,

sorting kit and taking matches amongst a million

other things. Such selfless dedication so that a

young players could develop as a cricketer should

not be forgotten.

Thanks also to all the parents, carers, friends and

family who turned up and given support to us.

Your ethic helped the team to be what it is and

for that we are all incredibly grateful. Brighton is a

club with a community ethos, and you are an

integral part of that.

We’ve had great success this year, losing only two

games, one against Goodwood was a nail bitter.

We’ve won all other games, had incredible

individual and team milestones but no accolade is

ever more important to our success than

opposition coaches describing our team as

respectful and being ambassadors for the spirit of

cricket. We have quite rightly earned the

reputation of being a team that other parents

would love their children to play for. Long may this

continue.

Congratulations to Jude Sincock who was our

standout batsmen scoring 137 hundred runs

followed by Lachlan Diercks who was one run

behind at 136 for the season. Oliver Priestly and

Angus Cozen both scored over 100 runs for the

season. 

Some great balling performance by Luca Piovesan,

followed by Angus Cozen (disciplined baller), Elijah

Raponi (only leg spinner in team), Zachary Raponi

(Fast baller), Hamish T Jones (Game Day baller),

Hamish Laidlaw (Tall fast baller).

U12 Division 2 Black
Coaches - Mohit Sareen & Matt Raponi
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Above all, our fielding has set us apart from the

competition this year. Two keepers who did

exceptionally well in saving runs behind the

wicket were Noah fitzgerald and Luca Piovesan.

Bought discipline in the field.

Allrounders and exceptional fielders, Arya Sareen

(Allrounder and Sharp, accurate throw), Lachlan

Diercks (good game awareness), Oliver Priestley

(confident, aggressive and brings character to the

team), Angus Cozens (quickest with the ball in the

field).

It was very special to coach this team, it was great

to see the boys develop their skills and develop

friendships. Team did over-exceed my

expectations. Thank you to all players, for making

this season memorable for me. I wish them the

best for next season.

U12 Division 2 Black (continued)
Coaches - Mohit Sareen & Matt Raponi
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From Not Out to Out
For most of the players, this was the first season

where the reality of being given out as a batsman

was first experienced by the players that had

played in the under 10's the previous season

where a batsman would bat out the minimum

number of balls faced regardless of losing their

wicket. Initially this created a challenge to both

players and parents managing emotions through

the course of the season, by the end of season, all

players accepted the umpire's decision and

accepted through the spirit of the game that they

had lost their wicket.

Another objective of coaching the players was that

any player in the team can win a game by taking a

crucial catch or stumping, creating a run out,

taking a wicket bowling and making a high score

with the bat. As a fielding side, once the ball has

been bowled every player on the field is in play

and while batting, partnerships are key to building

a winning score. Communication is crucial both

fielding and batting where quick decisions could

result in a run out while fielding or scoring a run

while running between wickets while batting with

their respective partner. Again, it's credit to all

players in the team that both encouraged and

supported their team mates with praise and

support working as a team.

U12 Div 2 White
Coaches - Paul Fitzhardinge and Greg Stone

Back row: Paul Fitzhardinge (coach), ilios Fitzhardinge, Lachlan Barkla, Desh Traino, Finn Clarke, Levi 

Porter, Thomas Warner, Noah Jeffries, Greg Stone (coach). Front row: Zion Sohi, Mitchell Gibson, Logan 

Wolfenden, Lucas Stone, Thomas Graham, Naman Patial

The objective for the season was for the

players to play the game displaying good

sportsmanship, improving their cricket

skills, playing as a team and enjoying the

competition, having fun.

Sportsmanship
The philosophy of playing the game of cricket is

that it's better to lose the game by playing by the

rules than winning the game by breaking the

rules and/or challenging the umpires decision. It's

a credit to all players that they accepted all of the

official decisions during the course of the season

regardless of disappointment in the decision.

Playing as a team

Thank you
 Speaking on behalf of Greg Stone, we would like

to thank all parents who assisted in both training,

match days and scoring especially Michelle

Wolfenden who was the team manager who was

extremely integral in the machinations of

managing the administation and communication

duties on behalf of the Brighton Cricket Club for

our team.

I wish all players all the best for the next season

and it was an absolute pleasure to coach the

Under 12's Division 2 White team.
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Thirst for improvement 
Thank you to all the parents for your generous

support throughout the season – our attendance

rate at Monday night training was close on 100%.

Thank you also to the players - all of you brought a

fantastic attitude to each training session, where

you all applied yourselves to improving your skills

to take something new with you into the next

match. 

It was clear and obvious to anyone who watched

us this season that we improved throughout –

learning from one match, working on something

in training and then applying in the next match.

As a coach – that is one of the most rewarding

aspects of the role. 

Thanks to Scott Dawson in particular for being a

fantastic assistant coach and also to Tony

Bierbaum and Aaron Heaney for their support at

training and in particular all the occasions they

wrestled the flix pitch back into the shed for us.

The story of the season - we played 10 matches

with only 1 washout, in a round robin division with

4 other teams: Goodwood x 2, Marion and

Morphettville. We finished in the runner up spot to

a very strong Morphettville team with 5 wins and 5

defeats. We lost the early season matches to both

Goodwood teams and in the second half of the

season we had improved so much we beat both of

them soundly in their own back yard – which again,

as a coach was very satisfying to watch!

Evie P. had an outstanding season – 116 runs in 10

innings in a completion where you get about 14

balls each. Hitting 19 fours helped with that run

total. Evie also honed her bowling this season, a

tall left hander bowling full across the right

handers picked up 9 wickets in 21 overs. [ 9/91 and

116 @11.6].

Evie B. loves bowling fast at peoples toes. This has

brought her great success, even in a competition

that doesn’t give LBWs, although Evie will still

appeal for an LBW. One of our leaders on the field 

 – sent down 22 overs and took 6 wickets also

scoring 39 runs with the bat. [6/92 and 39 @4.33]. 

Both Evie’s are ready for the next challenge. 

Charli was our one of our 2 new players this season

and integrated fantastically into the group. Charli

has a quiet but determined nature and has

embodied the improvements the team has made

week on week. It was brilliant to see Charli cutting

a 4 away in the run chase in our last match of the

season, it was a shame the season came to an end

as we all really wanted to see more of Charli’s

cricket skills continue to develop. [3/109 and 21

@2.33] 

Sarah leads by example, has been fantastic at

demonstrating technique and application with the

younger players who pay close attention to Sarah’s

bowling and fielding and most importantly when

to run singles. A genuine all rounder who

consistently was also our most economical bowler

– with an economy rate of 3.55; took 5 wickets

across 8 matches and accumulated 39 runs with

the bat. [ 5/71 and 39 runs @4.88]

U12 Girls
Coach - Jamie Parish

Back Row: Evie Bierbaum, Evie Parish, Jamie Parish (coach). 

Front Row: Emily Powell,Irene Adak, Charlie Heinicke

Not in picture: Indi Heaney, Sarah Flanagan, Grace Dawson.
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Emily started the season on fire with the ball in

her hand, bowling a really full hard to play length.

Emily has embodied so much of the team spirit

and the building on and learning from the

experience of the previous match to be a better

runner, batter or bowler in the next match. Emily

took 5 wickets with best figures of 3-8 and with

the bat scored more runs in the last 2 matches

than the first 7 combined. [5/89 and 20 runs

@2.22]

Irene was our second new player, and don’t be

fooled by Irene’s small stature as she is a fearless

competitor, and took on the biggest bowlers in

the division. Irene has a really good game sense

and demonstrated in one of the tightest matches

of the season - when to go on the attack and

when to defend, resolutely blocking out the last

over to win the match. [3/86 and 11 runs @1.22]

Indi, along with Evie P, Evie B and Sarah – was part

of the first intake of U12 Girls at Brighton. Indi has

developed her cricket skills enormously over the

last 6 months improving her bowling and ball

striking noticeably across the season. Indi is also

our most vocal team mate and keeps me on my

toes when umpiring with updates on the no. of

overs left in the innings and other important

information. [4/118 and 19 runs @ 2.11] 

Grace - Our youngest teammate, has now

completed 2 full seasons of U12 cricket and like the

team as whole continues to work hard in training

and improve her cricket skills week on week. Grace

is also a fantastic team player and looks out for her

team mates and coaches to make sure they have

enough lollies and snacks during the match. [3/76

and 21 runs @ 2.63]

Thanks to all of you for being such a pleasure to

coach, I can see your love of the game and I will

miss seeing you enjoyment when playing this

funny sport we hold so dear.

U12 Girls (continued)
Coach - Jamie Parish



Back row: Coaches Kurth Mathee, Dylan Rowe Middle row: Hayden Zweck, Aaron Mathee, 

Lachlan Barnes, Jaxon Smith. Front row: Tommy Sincock, Ojas Gollen, Narayanan Singaram, Blake 

Nightingale.
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If I had to sum up the season of the Gold team

with one word it would be enthusiastic. The team

showed plenty of energy and excitement for a new

year and this carried right throughout the season.

The team mainly consisted of second year U/10’s,

with a few new players added into the mix. This

gave a great foundation for future growth and

improvement for each individual on the team. And

as the season went on allowed for us to work on

improving each changing aspect of the players

bowling, batting and wicket keeping. 

Our season started at home against Brighton Grey,

being the first game, Kurt and I were unsure what

to expect but eager to see what we had to work

with. The team played so well with everyone

making runs and many getting involved with

wickets. It was great to see. Over the next few

games we played against other fellow Brighton

teams including Brighton Black, White and Red. 

U10 Gold
Coaches - Dylan Rowe & Kurt Mathee

The guys competed really well and these games

showcased the talent within the Brighton Junior

programs, specifically at U/10 level. What became

clearly evident to Kurt and I was our team's inability

to run between the wickets and calling for runs. This

was something we worked hard on with the boys

and became progressively stronger as the season

went on.

As the games went on, the boys not only improved

with their cricket but grew closer as a team, showing

great encouragement to each other, particularly after

we got a wicket. The boys continued to improve and

develop through the middle of the season, picking

up wins against Marion and Goodwood teams, all

while battling to have enough players every week. By

the end of the season Kurt and I couldn’t have been

more proud of the boys and their improvement as

young cricketers. This was evident in the last game of

the season, where the boys kept Unley (2) to their

lowest batting score all year. Kurt and I couldn’t be

prouder of the boys and their efforts, they were an

absolute blast to coach and I wish to see them

continue to develop in future years for the Brighton

Cricket Club.

Boys reach Gold medal 
heights with their 
cricket



Back row: Kane Tippins, Riley Abbott, Mark Stewart

Middle row: Angus McRae, Henry Paparella, Tom Pannunzio, Sam Edwards

Front row: Rantaj Singh, Oliver Tippins, Ellis Bierbaum, Dane Stewart
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The season commenced with Club trials, Kane and

Mark feeling out of their comfort zone by

becoming Cricket Coaches for the first time and

their first exposure to the Brighton Cricket Club.

These feelings were quickly disarmed by an

accepting bunch of people all finding their own

way and offering support at every opportunity.

Once the teams were announced ‘it’ became real, a

sense of wanting to make the experience for these

young impressionable Cricketers everything they

and their families wanted.

Our Team Manager, Kath has had a previous years’

experience in and around the club and was able to

keep us on track as well as guide all the new

families. Training commenced in the lead up to

game one, the boys eager to show their skills and

impress Coaches, It was evident we had a wide

range of skills, three experienced players and six

new to Club Cricket.

U10 Black
Coaches - Kane Tippins & Mark Stewart

Early season started with a bang, getting a few wins

away and this Cricket Coaching caper seemed easy.

We were strutting around the Club like Dave Warner

after cracking another ton. Then reality hit, rookie

errors started creeping in, and the confidence came

out of the teams’ sails. It was time to invest ourselves

in the basics, bowling straight, defensive batting

skills, solid fielding. The obvious things of backing up

in the field and when running between wickets and

who is calling when running. 

The initial success of throwing caution to the wind

and being flamboyant could only carry us so far and

player confidence was taking a hit as our wickets

tumbled. Throughout the remainder of the season

the development has been easy to see, and every

player has made advancements.

We’ve seen skill development in

all areas resulting in a return of

confidence in the team. By

knuckling down and showing

pride in holding our wicket there

has been a sense of

achievement, followed up by

developing an urgency to score

singles not just the ‘Big Show’

shots. With boys watching their

heroes reverse sweep, ramp and

switch hit it can be a challenge

at times just trying to get them

to protect the stumps.

Culture has been an integral

part of our journey and as a

TEAM we have had a great

season, developing skills,

friendships and respect for the

game and people in and around

it.



Mitchell Forde, Krish Grover, Cian Greene, Harrison Worner, Lachlan Dickson, Niels Koeper, Sam 

Bartholomaeus, Oscar Tilbrook, Andrey Hines. 

Team Manager Paul Read, Coach Daniel Bartholomaeus
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In my first year of coaching cricket, I could not

have asked for a better group of players, team

managers and supporting families. We quickly

formed a formidable team that played quality,

entertaining cricket in the right spirit throughout a

wonderful season.

We had a mixture of very experienced players

through to those completely new to the game. This

worked very much in our favour as the more

seasoned players kindly provided support and

advice to those in need allowing bonds to be

formed very quickly. The ethos of the White Team

was that everyone needed to be a contributor and

try their very best for us to succeed at learning,

having fun and being competitive.

At training and on match days all of the planning

and logistics were handled exceptionally well by

Paul and Lyn. The ground was always prepared well

before every home game with ice cold water

available at all times keeping our players

performing at their peaks. Paul and Lyn were ably

supported by all of the parents and collectively we

can be extremely proud of the players’ behaviour

at all times during practice and on match days.. 

U10 White
Coach - Daniel Bartholomaeus

We shared of all the duties fairly including the

bowling and batting orders and wicketkeeping

allowing everyone a taste of the many facets of this

great game. It was exciting to see each player learn a

new skill or discover a new passion whether it be

spin bowling, hitting a four or throwing down the

stumps for a runout.

As the season progressed every team member was a

true contributor on all fronts whether it be leading as

captain with plenty of encouraging words, diving to

save overthrows after near miss runouts or pulling

one another up off the ground after a valiant

attempted catch.

The development from the very first training session

through to our final game has been immense for all

players and holds them in good stead if they

(hopefully) return to cricket and this great club come

the next season.

There were hattricks, classic catches, dead-eye

runouts, sharp singles, fours, sixes, boundary line

saves, stumpings ... so many firsts for each individual

and very much enjoyed as a collective. It is unfair to

call out any individual player here as the Whites

really did exemplify TEAM from start to finish.

What a team!
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Felix showed his raw talent, particularly with

the ball – the faster bowler in under 10s

The under 10 Red team started the season with

seven players who had not played before, a rookie

coach and a Swedish team manager that knew

nothing about cricket.

What could go wrong?

The good news is that plenty went right during

the season. The enthusiasm and willingness to

learn was abundant and the improvement in all

the players was remarkable. The improvement was

not limited to batting, bowling and fielding, but

also there was a noticeable improvement in

aspects of the game and most of the players

would not have known existed at the start of the

season, like running between wickets and backing

up in the field. Players also learnt how to work as a

team, support each other and show respect for

each other, the opposition and umpires.

Everyone brought something to the team,

including:

U10 Red
Coach - Paul Trotta

Front: Felix Nelson, Christopher Trotta, Max Lloyd, Aiden Beaumont, Tawana Muzamhindo, Thomas Welsh, Harry Lea, 

Harrison Provis, Sethu De Silva. Back: Paul Trotta (coach)

Christopher developed his leg spin, bowling a

combination of leg breaks, top spinners and wrong

‘uns

Max developed into an accurate inswing bowler,

and by the last game, the opposition could not get

past his forward defence

Harrison learnt a lot by listening attentively to his

coach, and ran well between the wickets which

helped him to be involved in some valuable

partnerships for his team.

Sethu was determined to do his best in all parts of

the game, particularly while batting, facing up to

some much bigger kids with courage.

Aiden developed an awesome pull shot and also

showed a talent for wicket keeping.

Thomas was an excellent fielder who took some

good catches and stopped a lot of runs.

Harry bowled some tricky inswing at the stumps

and called loudly when running between wickets 

Tawana had a great bowling action and bowled

some excellent outswing, and demonstrated a

high respect for the opposition. 



Not only did the Under 10 Red have a range of

talents, they were also from diverse backgrounds,

with more than half the team having a, overseas

born parent, from Northern Europe, South and

North Asia, and Africa. This aligns with the Cricket

Australia vision of “A Sport for All”.

It was only the kids who had fun, the parents also

enjoyed supporting their children, and making

new friends. They were always willing to help out

with training and setting up for games, and

everyone absolutely LOVED scoring.

It was a great season and hopefully we’ll be

seeing all the players back again next season.

And for the record, the team manager did a great

job, and likes cricket so much now, she taught

herself how to bowl!

U10 Red (continued)
Coach - Paul Trotta
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(L) to (R): Ishaan Adak, Mason Badenoch, Patrick Hutchinson, Hunter Matthews, Josh Bretlen, Aari Patel, 

Thomas Inglis, Flynn Hodges.
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So many positives to come out of the season with

this group of young lads.

With 7 first year players and 2 second year players

the weekly improvement was exciting to watch. As

confidence grew and the wins came during the

middle of the season the boys did a lot of things

right and the results showed.

Every player showed improvement in some way

during the season and more importantly the fun

and camaraderie between the boys definitely

shone through as the season progressed.

Over the winter if the boys can work on their game

I’m 100% sure all 9 lads are coming back better

and ready to go from game 1.

 

U10 Yellow
Coach - Ben Bretlen

Our leading wicket taker took 30 wickets and leading

batter hit over 250 runs. Plenty of talent and

improvement in this team.

As a first year coach/parent at the club I enjoyed

every moment of the coaching role. If needed next

season i will put my hand up.

Lastly Suvro our manager was awesome. He has

taken care of all the extra organising with parents

and logging stats making my job easy. Also a great

group of parents all helped out when it was their

turn with scoring and oval set up.

With a 9 win 7 loss record I think we had a

exceptional season with improvement and attitude.

Plenty to look forward to in coming seasons with

these lads.

Fun and Camaraderie



Back row:  Daniel Priestley, Viaan Phour, Jay Joshi, Hugo Lagana

Front row: Hayden Diercks, Landon Badenoch, William Landorf, Max Thompson

Not pictured: Benjamin Burrows
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The under 10 grey team enjoy the fun cricket

season, they approached each game and training

with a positive attitude and showed significant

improvement throughout the season in all aspects

of the game.

The biggest improvements were seen in their

teamwork and communication when fielding and

also with running between wickets.

We gave away far fewer overthrows and leaked less

runs as the season progressed with improved

backing up and making more sensible decisions

with our throws at the stumps. 

U10 Grey
Coach - Aaron Landorf & Steve Diercks

The boys learnt to take runs regularly when the ball

was hit into a gap and clear loud calls resulted in

better teamwork and less run outs compared to our

early season games.

Every player has improved and will be better placed

to play again next season.

They were a pleasure to coach and to see their

progress as they developed into cricketers with a

positive team attitude.

A Pleasure To Coach



JUNIOR AWARD WINNERS
 

U12 DIVISION 1 GOLD Winner  

Bowling Cooper Lawson 13 wickets at 6.46

Batting Aiden Williams 302 runs at 75.5

Fielding Eli Gaerth  

Coaches Award Jayden Brijmohan  

Hat trick Cooper Lawson 3/6 round 3 vs Unley 22 October 2021

 

U12 DIVISION 1 BLACK Winner  

Bowling Hayden Salter 12 wickets at 8.08

Batting Hayden Salter 147 runs at 73.5

Fielding Charlie Tilbrook  

Coaches Award Luke Hunter  

U12 DIVISION 2 BLACK Winner  

Bowling Angus Cozens
Hamish Laidlaw
Luca Piovesan

 

 7 wickets at 8.57
 7 wickets at 11.43
 7 wickets at 10.71

 

Batting Jude Sincock 137 runs at 

Fielding Arya Sareen  

Coaches Award Charlie Edwards  
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JUNIOR AWARD WINNERS
continued

U12 DIVISION 2 GOLD Winner  

Bowling Oliver Thompson  7 wickets at 14.57

Batting Oliver Thompson 196 runs at 39.2

Fielding Mason Hansen  

Coaches Award Charlie Edwards   

U12 DIVISION 2 WHITE Winner  

Bowling Finn Clarke 12 wickets at 7.00

Batting Mitchell Gibson 94 runs at 18.8

Fielding Desh Traino  

Coaches Award Logan Wolfenden  

U14 DIVISION 1 BLACK Winner  

Bowling Oliver Crafter
Benjamin Aulert

 

 10 wickets at 6.9
 10 wickets at 10.50

 

Batting Oliver Crafter 106 runs at 13.25 

Fielding Jacob Constable  

Coaches Award Devan De Beyer  

5 for Award Miles Edwards 5/2 round 4 vs Goodwood 21 & 28 November 2021
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JUNIOR AWARD WINNERS
continued

U14 DIVISION 1 GOLD Winner  

Bowling Jack Dermody  9 wickets at 14.56

Batting Rahul Ratna Reddy Evuri  204 runs at 34.0

Fielding Lachlan Goldenberg  

Coaches Award Billy Symonds   

U14 DIVISION 2 Winner  

Bowling Anthony Coffey-Greaney 13 wickets at 10.23

Batting Owen Thomas  73 runs at 18.25

Fielding Liam Geoghegan  

Coaches Award Samir Dave  

U16 GIRLS Winner  

Bowling Jade Dietrich
Charlotte Henderson- 

Whitehead

6 wickets at 14.33
 6 wickets at 18.25

 

Batting Kaylee Trenerry 184 runs at 36.80 

Fielding India Kapeller  

Coaches Award Abbie Trenerry  
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JUNIOR AWARD WINNERS
continued

U15 DIVISION 1 Winner  

Bowling Louis Fontaine  17 wickets at 16.06

Batting Ethan Williams  187 runs at 20.78

Ian Barnes Fielding 
Award

Reuben Brookes  

Coaches Award Max Mathews  

5 for Award Louis Fontaine 6/28 Round 9 vs Reynella 13 & 20 February

Century Partnership Ethan Williams & Lachlan 
Douglass

123 runs, Round 3 vs Walkerville 7 & 14 November

U17 DIVISION 1 Winner  

Bowling Charlie Fleetwood 16 wickets at 15.5

Batting Javon Brijmohan  258 runs at 86.00

Mark Wilson Fielding 
Award

Jacob Lewis  

Coaches Award Oscar Hofmeyer  

5 for Awards Oscar Hofmeyer
Charlie Fleetwood

5/20 Round 6 vs Plympton Footballers 9 January
6/5 Round 9 vs Pooraka 13 & 20 February

Centuries Javon Brijmohan
Oscar Hofmeyer

158 runs, Round 9 vs Pooraka 13 & 20 February
102 runs, Round 2 vs Pooraka 24 & 31 October
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JUNIOR AWARD WINNERS
continued

U17 DIVISION 2 Winner  

Bowling Tyson Prettejohn 16 wickets at 22.13

Batting Alex Buckby  285 runs at 31.67

Fielding Jaedyn Noronha  

Coaches Award Rithic Pariyarth  

5 for Awards Tyson Prettejohn
Kanarveer Jhangra

5/32 Round 1 vs Woodville Rechabite 10 & 17 Oct
5/14, Round 7 vs Athlestone 16 & 23 January

Centuries Alex Buckby 107 runs Round 2 vs Brahma Lodge 24 & 31 Oct
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MILESTONES
 

Trevor Wise 500

Allan Hutchinson 250

David Maunder 200

Tom Fahy 150

Steve Reilly 150

Mark Wilson 8,500

Mark Howard 4,500

Tom Hogan 4,000

Mark Healy 2,000

Nick Vlok 2,000

Steve McInerney 2,000

Graham Colwill 2,000

Dean Chambers 1,500

Damon Dermody 1,500

Shaun Tilbrook 1,000

Aaron Baker 1,000

Braydon McKenzie 1,000
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Matches played Runs Scored

Wickets
Chad Parrish 150

Isaac Hore 100



Hall of Fame Inductions
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No. 12
Robert Vianello

N0.13
Graeme Whittaker

Joined 1959
226 Games, 4,280 Runs, 
229 Dismissals
Secretary 1962-71
President 1988-89
BSSC, BFC committee member
ATCA committee member

Joined 1971
134 Games, 1,209 Runs,
42 Wickets, 
4 Premierships
Secretary 1984-98
Treasurer 1991-92
BSSC & BFC committee member



Season Stats
 Junior competitions - Bowling
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Season Stats
 Junior competitions - Bowling (continued)
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Season Stats
 Junior competitions - Bowling (continued)
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Season Stats
 Junior competitions - Bowling (continued)
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Season Stats
 Junior competitions - Bowling (continued)
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Season Stats
 Junior competitions - Batting
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Season Stats
 Junior competitions - Batting (continued)
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Season Stats
 Junior competitions - Batting (continued)
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Season Stats
 Junior competitions - Batting (continued)
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Season Stats
 Junior competitions - Batting (continued)
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Season Stats
Senior competitions - Bowling
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Season Stats
Senior competitions - Bowling
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Season Stats
Senior competitions - Batting
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Season Stats
Senior competitions - Batting
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1948/49 - Grade A1 Premiers
1957/58 - Grade A1 Premiers
1959/60 - Grade A1 Premiers
1961/62 - Grade A1 Premiers
1964/65 - Grade A1 Premiers
1965/66 - Grade A2 Premiers
1966/67 - Grade A1 Premiers
1966/67 - Grade A3 Premiers
1975/76 - Grade A1 Premiers
1977/78 - Grade A1 Premiers
1979/80 - E Grade Premiers
1979/80 - G Grade Premiers
1980/81 - D Grade Premiers
1980/81 - F Grade Premiers
1981/82 - Grade B1 Premiers
1982/83 - E Grade Premiers
1983/84 - J Grade Premiers
1984/85 - Grade B1 Premiers
1987/88 - Grade B1 Premiers
1988/89 - Grade B1 Premiers
1990/91 - E Grade Premiers
1995/96 - D Grade Premiers
1996/97 - C Grade Premiers
1996/97 - D Grade Premiers
1998/99 - Grade LO4 Premiers
1999/00 - Grade A2 Premiers
1999/00 - D Grade Premiers
2000/01 - Grade B1 Premiers
2001/02 - Grade B1 Premiers
2001/02 - D Grade Premiers
2002/03 - Grade LO3 Premiers
2003/04 - D Grade Premiers
2003/04 - E Grade Premiers
2004/05 - Grade B1 Premiers
2004/05 - Grade B3 Premiers
2004/05 - Grade C1 Premiers
2005/06 - Grade A1 Premiers
2005/06 - Grade B2 Premiers
2006/07 - Grade C3 Premiers
2007/08 - Grade A3 Premiers
2019/20 - Grade A3 Premiers
2021/22 - Grade A3 Premiers

Brighton Cricket Club
ATCA Honours
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